What else is happening?
Maths
English
RE
Art
Science
Geography
Computing
PE
D&T

Multiplication and Division, Fractions, Position and Direction
Shadow Forest by Matt Haig
Diwali / Understanding Christianity
Pinch pot creatures / The Scream
Sound
Norway
Coding
Dance and Tag Rugby
Bread making

BATTLE and LANGTON CE PRIMARY SCHOOL

Fantasy and adventure

Homework
These are the spellings for term 2:

Actually

experience

extreme

they’re

arrive
breathe
business
century
consider
different

favourite
grammar
bicycle
caught
decide
earth

forward
circle
they
disappear
enough

we’re
where
were
their
which

There is also an expectation that children should read at least 3
times a week.
Maths – to spend 15 minutes a week either on Numbots or Times
Table Rockstars – alternate weeks.
We very much encourage parents to get involved with their child’s
homework wherever possible.
We very much welcome visitors to Year 4. If you have a particular skill
or any relevant knowledge that you would like to share with us then
please get in touch with the office. Thank you.
Miss Mitchell & Miss Stanley

Year 4
Autumn Term 2021

Over the next few weeks, your child will be working on
the topic of fantasy and adventure.

Before the Topic…

They will be taking part in a series of exciting activities
Creating Creatures
Discovering facts and myths about fairytales
Writing fantasy stories
Inventing their own characters
Persuasive adverts
Discovering Norway

After the Topic…

Your child needs your help!
Please get involved by:
Taking your child to the library to get books and
resources about Norway.
Support children with their homework.
Discuss what children have learnt in school.

Sit down with your child and help them record what
they know about the topics, BEFORE and then AFTER
they have learnt about it in school.

What does your child know about Norway?

